Crossword Puzzle

Instructions: Read the clues below and fill in the crossword puzzle with the correct answer. Match the number of the clue to the boxes placed across or down on the grid.

ACROSS
4. Art show
6. Motion picture_______
8. First category added
9. Org. offering Reflections
12. Many a PTA leader
13. ___ Arts
14. Put in the spotlight
16. Lou Anderson Program founder
17. As in Artist

DOWN
1. Composed sounds
2. I Matter Because...
3. School learner
5. Reading matter
7. Camera product
10. Founder home state
11. Two-way communication platform
14. Alabama or Wyoming
15. Support of a cause
18. Prize, medal
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ACROSS
4. Art show
6. Motion picture_______
8. First category added
9. Org. offering Reflections
12. Many a PTA leader
13. __ Arts
14. Put in the spotlight
16. Lou Anderson Program founder
17. As in Artist

DOWN
1. Composed sounds
2. I Matter Because...
3. School learner
5. Reading matter
7. Camera product
10. Founder home state
11. Two-way communication platform
14. Alabama or Wyoming
15. Support of a cause
18. Prize, medal